ENVIROMENTAL OFFICER

Posting ID: EM1831846E
Company: Ahern Rentals, Inc.
Position Type: Full-Time
College Major(s): Civil Engineering (CEE)

Company Website: http://www.ahern.com/
Work Location: Henderson, NV
Salary: DOE
College Level(s): Graduate Student, PhD.
Student

OVERVIEW

Environmental Manager works for all entities within the Ahern family of companies to make sure they are compliant with environmental guidelines and legal requirements. Duties include developing programs ensuring environmental safety, completing documentation, investigating accidents, administrative tasks, offering advice to senior management, and training employees on environmental issues. Essential qualifications are environmental regulations knowledge, communication and interpersonal skills, analytical thinking, strategic planning, and attention to detail.

Roles and Responsibilities

Provide environmental support and corporate governance to 100+ facilities throughout the United States and abroad. Maintain the companies’ Design for Environment, Life Cycle Assessment and product restricted material disclosure (IMDS) processes which exceeds customer environmental requirements.

- Coordinate the implementation and maintenance of environmental systems and achieved 3rd party certification.
- Reduce risk and meet corporate governance requirements by performing EMS and Environmental Compliance Audits.
- Manage remediation projects when necessary due to unforeseen circumstances; meeting corporate requirements for Ahern customers/clients.
- Perform environmental due diligence assessments for company acquisitions and divestitures.
- Provide technical assistance for environmental health regulations, environmental management systems, and projects.
- Perform environmental compliance audits and implement follow-up corrective actions to ensure compliance with federal, state, and local regulations.
- Implement environmental management systems and programs for company or clients
- Develop plans, permits, and procedures for air quality, hazardous waste, spill prevention, storm water, and wastewater
- Manage multiple projects within scope/budget/schedule expectations and ensure quality standard on project deliverables
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• Prepare technical proposals and participate in business development
• Must be familiar with United States Environmental Protection Agency and local environmental regulations and understanding of environmental permit application processes
• Utilize geo-statistical software to create databases and spreadsheets of collected data

**Education and Qualifications**
A bachelor’s degree in engineering, soil science, biology, environmental or physical science is preferred depending on scope of work some positions may require a master’s degree for entry level employment.

The following high school/college courses are recommended: agricultural education, a focus on science, earth science, biology, botany, chemistry, biology and mathematics.

**How to Apply**
Please send your resumes to **Keith Wade** at keithaw@ahern.com